Image processing has become an emerging area of endless possibilities to explore and advances in this domain are gaining momentum. A brain tumor is an abnormal growth, which is caused due to cells reproducing themselves in an uncontrolled manner. In this paper, a simple and effective algorithm for detecting the presence and area of the tumor in brain MR images is described. Generally, a physician visually examines a CT or an MRI brain scan for the diagnosis of the brain tumor, which is usually a manual process. To avoid this problem, the proposed project aims to automate this problem by making use of a computer-aided method for the detection of brain tumor. This method detects brain tumor tissue with higher accuracy and lesser time as compared to the manual analysis.
INTRODUCTION
Image processing is a technique, in which we take some input image to get an improved image, or to gain some valuableinformation [3] . It is the organ that controls most of the activities of the human body and is the central organ of the human nervous system. A brain tumor is defined as an abnormal growth which is caused due to the cells reproducing in an unrestrained manner inside the brain. They are further categorized as benign (non-cancerous) or malignant (cancerous). Brain tumor is a serious life altering disease and it is of great help if it is detected in the earlier stages.
The traditional method followed in hospitals for diagnosis is that the physician segments the MRI or the CT scan manually to detect a brain tumor region. This method mostly depends on the skills and the experience of the physician. Also, the shortage of radiologist and ever increasing number of cases make this process both time consuming and expensive.
In our proposed methodology, we make use of a computer-aided method, which makes use of Enhanced K-Strange Points clustering algorithm followed by Morphological Filtering for detecting and isolating the tumorous region in the brain MR images, which is the Region of Interest (ROI)[6] for the entire image followed by calculatingthe area of the ROI.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
The input to the proposed system is preprocessed MR images, which are stored in a specific folder on the system (computer) and its output is the tumor region detected. The proposed system consists of the following steps asshown in the flowchart below: MR images of the brain are acquired from hospitals, radiologists and internet.
Preprocessed Image
Pre-processing mainly involves those operations that are normally necessary prior to the main goal analysis and extraction of the desired information. These improvements include correcting the data for irregularities and unwanted noise, removal of non-brain element image, etc. In the proposed system, we make use of preprocessed grayscale MR images without presence of any noise, labels etc.
Image Segmentation
Image segmentation is the process of partitioning a digital image into multiple segments that share similar attributes (like color) to simplify the representation and making it more useful for the analysis and interpretation.
Clustering is a simple technique by which we can group objects together such that the objects which are present in the same group or cluster have more similarity with each other than the objects which are present in a different group. 
Enhanced K-Strange Points Clustering Algorithm
The Enhanced K-Strange Points Clustering algorithm is clustering method, which produces high quality clusters with high intra clusters and low inter cluster similarity i.e.the objects within the same cluster have a high similarity to each other and high dissimilarity to objects in other clusters. Initially, the Euclidean distance is measured between all the points in the dataset. Using this distance, the Enhanced K-Strange Points Clustering algorithm selects 2 points from the dataset, which are at maximum distance from each other. It then selects a third point, which is farthest away from the previously selected 2 points such that the sum of these 3 points is larger than any other combination. This process is repeated to get the required number of clusters K.
Enhanced K-Strange Points algorithm is given as below.
Input to the algorithm:
Output of the algorithm:
K clusters set.
Begin
• Search the minimum point of dataset, K m1
• Search K m2 the point which is at maximum distance from K m1,
• Consider a third point P, which is farthest from K m1 and K m2
• if(dist(K m1 , P) == dist(K m2 ,P)) • Locate the required number of K strange points by repeating the above procedure and using the found K strange pointsfrom the clusters by assigningthe values in the dataset to them.
• Return K clusters.
Morphological Operators
Morphology is the study of shapes. Mathematical morphology is a tool for extracting geometric information from binary and gray-scale images. Morphological operations are used to identify the shape, structure, edges, holes etc. in the images. Dilation and Erosion are two important morphological operations that are used for eliminating the irrelevant cells and for filling the gaps from the brain image.
Erosion & Dilation
The two main operations used in morphology are known as 1) Erosion 2) Dilation. Erosion is applied to decrease the size of the object whereas dilation is applied to increase the size of the object. Using dilation, the relevant and broken segments are easily joined. Using erosion, the interested portion of the image is displayed by using the structuring elements.
With this, the unwanted portion is removed and only the tumor affected ROI is displayed.
Erosion & dilation are the morphological operations, which describe the interaction of the image with a structuring element S. A structuring element is nothing but a small set used to probe the image. An origin must also be defined for each structuring element so as to allow its positioning at a given point or pixel. A structuring element at point X means that its origin coincides with X. In practice, the shape and size of the structuring element must be adapted to the image patterns that are to be processed. The structuring element used by the proposed system is a disk-shaped structuring element since brain tumors normally occur in the shape of a disk.
Closing
Closing is an important operator fromthe field of mathematical morphology. It is defined as a process, in which we perform dilation followed by erosion. The effect of the operator is to preserve the background that have a similar shape to the structuring element, while eliminating all other regions of background pixels.
Tumor Area Calculation
The area of the tumor region is computed by performing the following steps.
Algorithm:
Input:
• Image after performing closing operation taken as img1.
• Image after performing erosion operation taken as img2.
Output:Tumor region inimage img3.
1. Scan img2 for the first white pixel.
2. Perform region growingfrom that pixel with referenceto img1 and save the region in another image, say img3.
Subtract img3 from img2
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Perform region growing on image
1 Pixel = 0.264 mm.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The proposed system was tested on a dataset of 40 preprocessed MR imagesof size 300*300 in non-medical withK-Means clustering algorithm. and Figure 6 , we see that even to the naked eye, the results obtained by using 2 clusters were seen to be identical in case of both K-means clustering algorithm as well as Enhanced K-strange Points clustering algorithm. Hence, it is ideal to use 2 clusters instead of 4 clusters. It is also observed from Figure 5 Strange Points clustering algorithm was faster as well as more accurate, when compared with the K means algorithm led to the fusion of pixels in close proximity with the brightest pixels.
strange points clustering algorithm providing a faster as well as a more accurate result in The existing classification methods have limitation in accuracy, exactness and require ma designing automated system using image segmentation techniques helps make the detection accurate and efficient.
aided solution for brain MR image segmentation using Enhanced K followed by Morphological Filtering. The proposed system can be used as a second decision
